RESOLUTION OF THE LOCAL PLANNING AGENCY OF
THE TOWN OF FORT MYERS BEACH FLORIDA
RESOLUTION NUMBER 2013-002
VAR2011-0007 – Moss Marine Sign Variance
WHEREAS, applicant Emily McDaniel, authorized agent and manager for Moss Marine is
requesting a variance from Section 30-153(b)(1) of the Town of Fort Myers Beach Land
Development Code; and

WHEREAS, the applicant has indicated that the STRAP numbers for the subject property
are 24-46-23-W3-00027.0000 and 24-46-23-W3-00026.0020 and the legal description of
the subject property is attached as Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS, the subject property is located at 450 Harbor Court Fort Myers Beach, FL
33931, zoned Commercial Marine on the Official Zoning Map and the Marina category of
the Future Land Use Map of the Comprehensive Plan of the Town of Fort Myers Beach,
Florida; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing on this matter was legally advertised and held before the Local
Planning Agency (LPA) on August 14, 2012 and was continued to a date certain of October
9, 2012; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing on this matter was legally advertised and held before the LPA
on October 9, 2012 and was continued to a date certain of February 12, 2013; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing on this matter was legally advertised and held before the LPA
on February 12, 2013 and continued to a date certain of March 12, 2013; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing on this matter was legally advertised and held before the LPA
on March 12, 2013; and

WHEREAS, at the hearing the LPA gave full and complete consideration to the request of
Applicant, recommendations of staff, the documents in the file, and the testimony of all
interested persons, as required by Fort Myers Beach Land Development Code (LDC)
Section 34-87.
IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE LPA OF THE TOWN OF FORT MYERS BEACH, FLORIDA,
as follows:

Based upon the presentations by the applicant, staff, and other interested persons at the
hearing, and review of the application and the standards for granting variances, the LPA
recommends the following findings of fact, conditions for approval, and conclusions for
consideration by the Town Council:
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The LPA recommends that the Town Council APPROVE/DENY the applicant’s request for a
variance from Section 30-153(b)(1) of the LDC to allow a maximum ___________ square feet
of sign area per business on the subject property.

RECOMMENDED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS:
In accordance with the requirements of LDC Sections 34-84 and 34-87for granting a
variance, the LPA recommends that the Town Council make the following findings and
reach the following conclusions:
A. There are/are not exceptional or extraordinary conditions or circumstances that are
inherent to the property in question, and the request is/is not for a de minimis variance to
protect public safety by not obstructing access to public utilities and fire protection
facilities.
B. The conditions justifying the variance are/are not the result of actions of the applicant
taken after the adoption of the regulation in question.

C. The variance granted is/is not the minimum variance that will relieve the applicant of an
unreasonable burden caused by the application of the regulation to the property in
question.

D. The granting of the variance will/will not be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise
detrimental to the public welfare.
E. The conditions or circumstances on the specific piece of property for which the variance
is sought are/are not of so general or recurrent a nature as to make it more reasonable and
practical to amend the regulation in question.

The foregoing Resolution was adopted by the LPA upon a motion by LPA Member
_____________________________ and seconded by LPA Member __________________________, and upon
being put to a vote, the result was as follows:
Hank Zuba, Chair
Al Durrett, Member
Jane Plummer, Member
Jim Steele

AYE/NAY
AYE/NAY
AYE/NAY
AYE/NAY

Joanne Shamp, Vice Chair
John Kakatsch, Member
Alan Smith, Member

AYE/NAY
AYE/NAY
AYE/NAY

DULY PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS 12th day of MARCH, 2013.
By: _________________________________
Hank Zuba, LPA Chair
Approved as to legal sufficiency:

By: ______________________________________
Fowler, White, Boggs
LPA Attorney

ATTEST:

By:_______________________________________
Michelle Mayher
Town Clerk
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Town of Fort Myers Beach
Memorandum
To:

Local Planning Agency

From:

Leslee Chapman, Zoning Coordinator

CC:

Walter Fluegel, Community Development Director

Date:

March 1, 2013

Re:

VAR2011-0007, Moss Marine Sign Variance

Following the February 12th Local Planning Agency meeting, LPA voted 7-0 to grant the applicant a
continuance to the March 12th meeting. This continuance was granted with the understanding that all
packet materials and evidence be submitted to Staff by end of business on February 25th. This
additional time was granted to allow the applicant to provide the necessary evidence (including but
not limited to a site plan locating each sign requested to remain, exactly how much sign area the
applicant wishes to retain, and justification as to why each sign is necessary) for LPA to make a
recommendation to Town Council.
The applicant did supply Staff with additional materials by the February 25th deadline. The materials
were submitted via email attachments with no direction as to what documents pertained to which
case, the HDD2012-0001 case or the VAR2011-0007 case. Staff has assembled our best guess as to
which documents go where, and this material is attached to this memo.
The original Staff report, written in August of 2012, explained that there are two businesses located
on the subject property each entitled to 32 square feet. Final tabulation of total on-site signage, as
calculated by Staff, has resulted in the Big M with 168.25 square feet and Moss Marine with 311
square feet. This continues to be an expansive request made by the applicant to retain such a sizeable
amount of signage with virtually no rational or justification for the request.
The applicant provided no direction with their submittal documents; therefore Staff finds the easiest
way to review this submittal is page by page.
Page 1
The applicant provides two definitions for ‘directional sign’ and ‘commercial sign’, neither of which is
the adopted definition found in Chapter 30 of the Town of Fort Myers Beach Land Development
Code. For reference both those definitions are includes as follows:

Commercial message. Any sign, wording, logo, or other representation that, directly or
indirectly, names, advertises, or calls attention to a business, product, service, or other
commercial activity. For purposes of this chapter, terms such as sale, special, clearance, or other
words which relate to commercial activity shall be deemed to be commercial messages. The
identification by name of an apartment or condominium development on a residential sign at the
apartment or condominium development site shall not be considered to be a commercial
message.
Directional sign. Any sign which serves solely to designate the location of or direction to any place,
activity, facility, or area and contains no commercial message.
The applicant states they need to keep all their directional signs in order to move customers around
the subject property. However, the definition of directional sign clearly states “and contains no
commercial message.” The applicant has not provided a grand total of the signage they would
consider directional (unclear as to whose definition they are using), a justification as to why they need
it or at the very least a site plan or locational map that indicates where each of these directional signs
exist.
The applicant continues on to state that the subject property is at the terminus of two roads and
therefore the signs need to be seen from 300 feet away. Staff wonders how is the subject property’s
location is any different than any other business on Estero Island that wishes their customers could
see their sign from farther down the road? All those business establishments have come into
compliance with Chapter 30; the applicant has not presented a compelling case as to why they cannot
comply.
The applicant also addresses a perceived need for signage viewed from the water. This is a tough
assertion for Staff to analyze. Chapter 30 admittedly does not contemplate signs viewed from a
navigable channel.
And finally the applicant states the size of the parcel (3 acres) and the area of building sides (46,200
square feet) and rationalizes that the 4 commercial signs they wish to keep – signs not clearly
identified anywhere in the submittal documents – only total 384.25 square feet. Unfortunately for the
applicant, Chapter 30 does not take into consideration the size of the parcel or the buildings on the
parcel when calculating the allowable signage. Chapter 30 clearly states that for commercial uses in
commercial zoning districts For a parcel of land containing one (1) or two (2) business establishments,
each separate business establishment shall be allowed a maximum of thirty-two (32) square feet of
sign area.
Page 2
With no labels or notations on this page, Staff is unclear as to what this exhibit is in reference to.
Pages 3-7
Without a table or chart illustrating the size and total square feet of each sign shown on page 3-7 Staff
is unclear as to exactly how much sign area is being requested. Additionally without a site plan or
locational diagram, Staff does not know where each of these signs are located on the subject
property. The applicant is identifying a large portion of the signage shown on these pages as
directional signs, however, the definition of directional sign clearly states: and contains no commercial
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message. Furthermore, even if these signs were determined to be directional signs, Chapter 30 does
not exempt them from the total sign area. If the applicant wishes to request relief from their current
directional signage counting towards the total sign area permitted, they need to make that request
clear. Missing is a chart or table identifying how many signs they deem 1)directional, 2)commercial
message, 3)incidental and 4)instructional. Without this information Staff cannot analyze the
magnitude of the applicant’s request and determine if the request truly is the minimum variance
necessary.
Page 8
With no labels or notations on this page, Staff is unclear as to what this exhibit is in reference to.
Page 9
The language in this letter from Walter Thomas of Thomas & Company, whom Staff is assuming is the
applicant’s insurance provider is vague and does not supply specifics as to which signs Mr. Thomas
claims are necessary for safety compliance.
Page 10-12
This is the applicant’s agreement with Shell Oil. However, again the applicant’s failure to link the
agreement to specifics on sign size leaves Staff with difficulty in providing analysis. Is the applicant
requesting that the signage for Shell Oil be exempt? Is the applicant inferring that Shell Oil gas pumps
are a separate business and thus changing the entire basis for calculating sign area on the subject
property?
Section 34-87
Since it has been over 8months from the date of the original Staff report, Staff wanted to include
additional and now revised analysis using the five decision making factors described in LDC Section 3487(3). Staff recommends the following findings and conclusions
a. That there are exceptional or extraordinary conditions or circumstances that are inherent to
the property in question, or that the request is for a de minimis variance under circumstances
or conditions where rigid compliance is not essential to protect public policy;
The applicant, has maintained that their 3± acre parcel and 46,200 square feet of building
sides are the ‘exceptional or extraordinary circumstances’ inherent on the subject property
that keeps them from conforming to the standards set forth in Chapter 30.
Staff does not find that a large parcel or a waterfront business is exceptional or extraordinary,
therefore Staff recommends the finding that there are not exceptional or extraordinary
conditions or circumstances that are inherent and unique to the subject property and that it
does not justify the variance.
b. That the conditions justifying the variance are not the result of actions of the applicant taken
after the adoption of the regulation in question.
Staff was not able to find any permit records as to when the current and existing wall signs
were installed, however the applicant maintains that the signs were in place prior to the
adoption of the original sign ordinance in 1999.
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Staff finds that the conditions justifying the variance are not the results of actions of the
applicant taken after the adoption of the regulation in question.
c. That the variance granted is the minimum variance that will relieve the applicant of an
unreasonable burden caused by the application of the regulation in question to his property.
The application does not discuss why the existing wall signs, that total approximately 408
square feet, are the minimum necessary. Furthermore, the applicant has not provided a
complete inventory and assessment and site plan of all signs on the subject property which
makes it difficult to assess the degree of variance actually being requested.
Therefore based on limited evidence as to the necessity of the request, Staff finds that the
variance requested is not the minimum variance necessary to relieve an undue burden.
d. That the granting of the variance will not be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise
detrimental to the public welfare.
The applicant is requesting relief from total sign area requirements of Chapter 30 of the LDC,
effectively requesting over six times permitted sign area, per 30-153(b)(1).
It is Staff’s opinion that there is not a justifiable reason or hardship that exists on the subject
property, and the applicant has not provided any compelling evidence that would justify or
permit the granting of a sign area variance by Town Council. Staff therefore finds that
granting the variance would be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise detrimental to
the public welfare by allowing the subject property relief from rules and regulations that all
others must adhere to.
e. That the conditions or circumstances on the specific piece of property for which the variance
is sought are not of so general or recurrent a nature as to make it more reasonable and
practical to amend the regulation in question.
With the adoption of the amended sign ordinance, and the consequent amortization period
for conformity, numerous locations on the Beach have pursued variance requests from the
amended requirements. However, by the very nature of the recent adoption of the sign
ordinance Town Council has addressed the issue of signs (including area and prohibited
types) and has made a decision to enact and enforce a uniform sign code.
Staff finds that the circumstances of the specific piece of property on which a variance is
sought are general in nature and therefore do not demonstrate a verifiable hardship.
Conclusion
After reviewing the submittal documents from the applicant, Staff is even more unclear as to what
exactly the applicant is requesting. Unfortunately, the applicant has not provided a narrative summary
explaining the relevance of the supporting documentation while also failing to provide any
justification for the actual request. Missing from the documents provided was a site plan or locational
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map indicating where each sign requesting to remain is on the subject property, and a chart or table
of exactly how much sign area is requested to remain for each business on the subject property so
that Staff can analyze how the applicant arrived at 384.25 square feet, and if that truly is the
minimum variance necessary.
Therefore, Staff recommends that the LPA DENY VAR2011-0007 Moss Marine sign variance.
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Town of Fort Myers Beach
Memorandum
To:

Local Planning Agency

From:

Leslee Chapman, Zoning Coordinator

CC:

Walter Fluegel, Community Development Director

Date:

February 4, 2013

Re:

VAR2011-0007, Moss Marine Sign Variance Application

As requested by Staff at the October meeting, LPA voted to continue case VAR2011-0007, Moss
Marine sign variance, to the February 12 meeting.
This continuance was suggested by Staff and approved by LPA with the understanding that the
additional time would allow the applicant to provide further details and submit narratives for each
sign that would strengthen the justification for the request.
The original Staff report, written in August of 2012, explained that there are two businesses located
on the subject property each entitled to 32 square feet. Final tabulation of total on-site signage has
resulted in the Big M with 168.25 square feet and Moss Marine with 311 square feet. This continues
to be an expansive request made by the applicant to retain such a sizeable amount of signage with
virtually no rational or justification for the request.
Following the October LPA meeting Staff did not hear from the applicant until Ms. McDaniel replied to
a December email from Staff, where she indicated that she would be in touch. No further
communication was received from the applicant until a second Staff email was sent, this time in late
January, reminding Ms. McDaniel of the February hearing date. There was a back and forth email
discussion as to what needed to be provided for the case however, at the time of these emails the
submittal deadline for packet materials had expired.
Staff does not feel that the level of analysis and justification provided by the applicant in October for
this case will meet with the standards set by Council in the hearings of other sign variances. Keep in
mind the burden of proof in justifying a variance always remains with the applicant as they must
provide evidence that a hardship exists. As such, Staff can only evaluate the application based upon
the information provided by the applicant.

Specifically, Staff is looking for a revised site plan identifying each sign and additional narrative
explanation as to why each sign should remain and why no other signs can be removed. Therefore,
with no additional information provided in the time granted by LPA, Staff recommends that the LPA
DENY VAR2011-0007 Moss Marine sign variance.
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Town of Fort Myers Beach
Memorandum
To:

Local Planning Agency

From:

Leslee Chapman, Zoning Coordinator

CC:

Walter Fluegel, Community Development Director

Date:

October 3, 2012

Re:

VAR2011-0007, Moss Marine Sign Variance Application

As directed by the LPA at the August 14th hearing, the applicant for Moss Marine and Staff have
worked together to more precisely identify the actual and total sign area on the subject property
through photos and measurements. The applicant has provided Exhibit H, see attached, which
provides a visual of each sign as identified on a site visit by both Staff (Leslee Chapman) and the
applicant (Emily McDaniel). Staff has provided Exhibit I which is a spreadsheet with numbers
illustrating total square feet of signage on the subject property.
Also as directed by the LPA, the applicant has applied for designation for a Historically Significant Sign
per LDC Section 30-57 for the roof sign on one of their storage barn. That request and justification will
be heard under case number HDD2012-0001. Please see additional Memo for Staff’s analysis of this
request.
At the Monday October 1 Town Council meeting, two variances heard by the LPA at their August 14th
meeting were heard by Council. Council made it very clear during both the hearings that they were
not comfortable with the amount of information and analysis presented by the applicants justifying
their variance requests. Council moved to continue both those hearings pending additional
information from the applicants.
With this in mind, Staff does not feel that the level of analysis and justification provided by the
applicant for this case will meet with the standards set by Council at Monday’s meeting. Keep in mind
the burden of proof in justifying a variance always remains with the applicant as they must provide
evidence that a hardship exists
For example while Exhibit H is helpful in identifying all the signs on the subject property, this
additional information requires an update to Exhibit B (site plan) locating each sign on the subject
property, which is not included.

Further, as illustrated in Exhibit I, the applicant has removed a few signs (shaded in gray) and is
proposing to remove one more additional sign (shaded in yellow). They are requesting to keep the
remaining signs, however, and the justification as to why each sign should remain and why no other
signs can be removed is not included. Staff suggests that one way for the applicant to address this is
by providing a narrative for each sign in Exhibit H explaining why a variance is warranted for that
particular sign.
The Staff report explained that there are two businesses located on the subject property each entitled
to 32 square feet. Final tabulation of total on-site signage has resulted in the Big M with 168.25 square
feet and Moss Marine with 311 square feet. This continues to be an expansive request made by the
applicant to retain such a sizeable amount of signage with virtually no rational or justification for the
request.
Staff is requesting that LPA continue case VAR2011-0007 to allow the applicant time to provide
additional documents and the level of analysis that is necessary for the case to proceed through the
LPA and onto Council. Staff recommends a continuance to the December 11, 2012 LPA meeting with
materials due to Staff no later than November 13, 2012.
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EXHIBIT H

EXHIBIT I
Shot 1
Shot 2
Shot 3
Shot 4
Shot 5
Shot 6
Shot 7
Shot 8
Shot 9
Shot 10
Shot 11
Shot 12
Shot 13a
Shot 13b
Shot 14
Shot 15a
Shot 15b
Shot 15c
Shot 16
Shot 17
Shot 18a
Shot 18b
Shot 19
Shot 20a
Shot 20b
Shot 20c
Shot 21
Shot 22
Shot 23a
Shot 23b
Shot 24
Shot 25
Shot 26
Shot 27a
Shot 27b
Shot 28a
Shot 28b

Business
Big M Casino
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
n/a
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Big M Casino
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Big M Casino
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine
Moss Marine

Sign Type
Sandwich Board
Pole
Banner
n/a
Banner
Banner
Wall
Wall
Wall
Awning
Wall
Directional
Wall
Directional
Pole
Wall
Directional
Directional
Directional
Directional
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Directional
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Informational
Government
Informational
Informational
Wall
Wall

Size
n/a
37
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
16
27.25
16
7
19.25
1.5
47.5
1.5
1.5
23.75
1.5
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
3
1.5
1.5
1.5
3
3
1.5
3
3
3
1.5
5
1.5
3
200
76

Action
Removed
Removed
n/a
Removed
Removed
Will be Removed

Required By Insurance
Required By Insurance
Required By Insurance
Required By Insurance
Required By Insurance
Required By Insurance
Required By Insurance
Required By Insurance
Required By Insurance

Required By FWC & DEP

Request
n/a
Retain
n/a
n/a
n/a
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain

Big M Grand Total
Big M Commercial Message
Big M Directional w/cm
Big M Remove
Moss Marine Grand Total
Moss Marine Commercial Message
Moss Marine Directional w/cm
Moss Marine Incidental
Moss Marine Government

168.25
128
13
27.25
311
276
1.5
28.5
5

Town of Fort Myers Beach
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
STAFF REPORT

TYPE OF CASE:

Sign Variance

CASE NUMBER:

VAR2011-0007

LPA HEARING DATE:

August 14, 2012

LPA HEARING TIME:

9 AM

I. APPLICATION SUMMARY
Applicant:

Emily McDaniel, authorized agent & manager
Moss Marine - George Freeman, Owner

Request:

A variance from 30-153(b)(1) maximum allowable sign
area and 30-5(18)prohibited signs, roof signs.

Subject property:

See Exhibit A

Physical Address:

450 Harbor Court Fort Myers Beach, FL 33931

STRAP #:

24-46-23-W3-00027.0000
24-46-23-W3-00026.0020

FLU:

Marina

Zoning:

Commercial Marine (CM)

Current use(s):

Marina

Adjacent zoning and land uses:
North:

Matanzas Pass

South:

Single and Multifamily Residential
Residential Conservation (RC)
Mixed Residential & Platted Overlay
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East:

Multifamily Residential - Marina Village at Snug Harbor
Downtown
Pedestrian Commercial

West:

Single and Multifamily Residential
Residential Conservation (RC)
Mixed Residential & Platted Overlay
Artificial canal

II. BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Background:
Emily McDaniel, authorized agent and manager of Moss Marine, has applied for a
variance from all applicable sign regulations, specifically Sections 30-153(b)(1) and
30-5(18) in Chapter 30 the Town of Fort Myers Beach Land Development Code
(LDC) for the property located at 450 Harbor Court and known as Moss Marine or
The Big ‘M’.
The subject property measures approximately 3± acres in size and contains multiple
buildings and warehouses supporting an active marina use. The subject property
consists of two separate STRAP parcels with the same street address. One parcel,
which was developed in the late 1960’s, and contains the ship store and the older
warehouse building has the Big ‘M’ painted on the roof. Letters painted on the
exterior of a building for the purpose of advertising a business constitute signage
under the Town code. The second parcel was developed in the late 1980’s and
contains additional warehouse style buildings.
On April 18, 2011 Town Council adopted amendments to the sign ordinance (11-01)
which became effective immediately upon adoption. The amendments include an
amortization provision requiring all non-conforming signs to come into compliance
by December 31, 2011.
Ms. McDaniel applied for a variance from provisions within Ordinance 11-01 on
December 30, 2011, one day prior to the compliance deadline of December 31,
2011.
In the sufficiency response, as well as subsequent emails with Staff, the applicant
clarified that their request was to keep all existing on-site signage as is, including
the sign painted on the roof.
Analysis:
As depicted on Exhibit B, Exhibit C, and Exhibit D, the applicant’s existing signage is
predominately located on two buildings of the subject property. The majority of the
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signs are facing out towards Matanzas Pass because, as the applicant states, there is
a need for the signage “to be large enough to be seen from the water.”
The applicant is requesting relief from the maximum allowable sign area
requirement, Section 30-1539b)(1), and prohibited signs, Section 30-5(18), of
Chapter 30 of the LDC, in order to maintain ‘visibility’ to boaters on Matanzas Pass.
The applicant is proposing to keep all their existing signage without any
modifications. As observed by Staff on site visits on both July 26, 2012 and July 30,
2012, however, the applicant has failed to provide a complete inventory of all
signage on the subject property and the amount of square footage for each of the
respective signs (See Exhibit G). To be clear, Exhibit D, an email from the applicant,
does list signs and sign areas but Staff, during their site visit, observed additional
signs that were not included in that email listing.
The application is brief and details justifying the request, especially specifically
addressing the five factors included in 34-87, are sometimes lacking. The applicant
states that most of the signage on the subject property is oriented towards Matanzas
Pass and their boating customers. This is consistent with what Staff observed on
both site visits.
The applicant states that the reason the variance should be granted is that the
subject property is a very large parcel of land, 3 ± acres, and the hardship that exists
on the subject property is due to the waterfront aspect of their businesses.
Section 30-153(b) establishes the maximum sign face area for commercial
establishments and reads as follows:
Section 30-153(b) Commercial uses in commercial zoning districts. All
signs located in commercial zoning districts, except for those signs identified as
exempt signs in 30-6 and temporary signs in 30-141, shall comply with the
following sign area limitations.
(1) For a parcel of land containing one (1) or two (2) business
establishments each separate business establishment shall be allowed a
maximum of thirty-two (32) square feet of sign area.
Section 30-2 establishes definitions for Chapter 30 including sign types.
Sec. 30-2. Definitions and rules of construction.
(a) In case of any difference of meaning or implication between the text of this
chapter and any other law or regulation, this chapter shall control.
(b) The following words, terms, and phrases, when used in this chapter, shall
have the meanings ascribed to them in this subsection, except where the
context clearly indicates a different meaning
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Roof sign. Any sign erected upon a roof or roof-mounted equipment. Signs
placed flat against the steep slope of a mansard roof will not be considered roof
signs.
Section 30-5 describes prohibited signs.
Sec. 30-5. Prohibited signs. The following signs are prohibited:
(18) Roof signs.
The applicant is requesting a variance to retain the existing on-site wall signage
which the applicant estimates to be approximately 408 square feet. (See Exhibit D).
The applicant is also requesting to retain the roof sign, a prohibited sign type, which
they estimate to measure at about 1,500 square feet.
The subject property has two registered business on the subject property which
would entitle them to a total of 64 square feet of sign area per Section 30-153(b)(1).
On July 26, 2012 and July 30, 2012 Staff conducted site visits where it was noticed
that additional on-site signage was not included in the inventory provided by the
applicant. Chapter 30 defines signage as follows:
Sign. Any name, figure, character, outline, display, announcement, or device, or
structure supporting the same, or any other device of similar nature designed
to attract attention or convey a message outdoors, and shall include all parts,
portions, units, and materials composing the same, together with the frame,
background, and supports or anchoring thereof.
Commercial message. Any sign, wording, logo, or other representation that,
directly or indirectly, names, advertises, or calls attention to a business,
product, service, or other commercial activity. For purposes of this chapter,
terms such as sale, special, clearance, or other words which relate to
commercial activity shall be deemed to be commercial messages. The
identification by name of an apartment or condominium development on a
residential sign at the apartment or condominium development site shall not
be considered to be a commercial message.
Photos of the additional signs are attached as Exhibit E. Staff has determined that the
signs depicted in Exhibit E could be remain on the subject property and be classified
as incidental signage provided they meet the requirements of Section 30-6(7) which
states that they cannot exceed 2 square feet in area per sign and are limited to two
signs per parcel.
Additionally, during a site visit Staff noticed three sandwich board signs (See Exhibit
F), which is another prohibited sign type. These signs must be removed; however
Staff recommends that the applicant replace the signs with similar, in-ground
directional signs as long as they meet the following definition as per Section 30-2:
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Directional sign. Any sign which serves solely to designate the location of or direction
to any place, activity, facility, or area and contains no commercial message.
The applicant makes a valid claim, that the sign ordinance, in some instances, does
not adequately address signage for properties that front on waterways and
roadways or for properties that are oriented almost completely toward waterways.
A variance request, however, for more than six times the allowable sign area when
only 64 square feet is permitted is a request that should be considered carefully.
Without clear direction from the code, the decision in this case will have the
potential for setting a precedent for all waterfront-oriented businesses.
This application is devoid of any discussion as to why the signage that the subject
property has on-site is necessary and why, in the applicant’s opinion, it cannot be
reduced in any respect. At 408± square feet of total sign area, more than 6 times the
allowable area, is an extensive variance request, especially when all other properties
on the island are subject to a 32 or 64 square foot maximum.
With respect to the prohibited roof sign, the applicant states that the sign has been
in place since 1964, and since it’s not “flashy and does not obstruct views or disturb
neighboring homes or businesses” they wish to keep ‘The Big M’ sign on the roof. It
should be noted that the subject property does suffer from considerable site
constraints, in as much as it is difficult to find when coming off the Sky Bridge. The
large scale of the marina operation could also be considered a factor in assessing
whether there is a hardship requiring a roof sign.
Chapter 30 is very clear that roof signs are a prohibited sign type, regardless of its
appearance. Back in December, when Staff was initially meeting with the applicant
regarding signs on the subject property, Staff suggested that if the applicant felt the
roof sign had historic value to Fort Myers Beach, that she could pursue historic
designation for the sign. However, as evidenced by the submission of this variance
application, the applicant chose to pursue the variance rather than historic
designation.
Findings and Conclusions:
Using the five decision making factors described in LDC Section 34-87(3), Staff
recommends the following findings and conclusions:
a. That there are exceptional or extraordinary conditions or circumstances that
are inherent to the property in question, or that the request is for a de minimis
variance under circumstances or conditions where rigid compliance is not
essential to protect public policy;
The applicant, in their narrative, identifies their 3± acre parcel and the
waterfront businesses it supports as the ‘exceptional or extraordinary
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circumstances’ inherent on the subject property that keeps them from
conforming to the standards set forth in Chapter 30.
Staff does not find that a large parcel or a waterfront business is exceptional
or extraordinary, therefore Staff recommends the finding that there are not
exceptional or extraordinary conditions or circumstances that are inherent
and unique to the subject property and that it does not justify the variance.
b. That the conditions justifying the variance are not the result of actions of the
applicant taken after the adoption of the regulation in question.
The ‘Big M’ roof sign has been in place since 1964 and Staff was not able to
find any permit records as to when the remaining wall signs were installed.
Staff is confident, however, that the conditions stated by the applicant as
justification for the variance are not the result of actions taken by the
applicant after the adoption of the original sign ordinance in 1999.
Staff finds that the conditions justifying the variance are not the results of
actions of the applicant taken after the adoption of the regulation in question.
c. That the variance granted is the minimum variance that will relieve the
applicant of an unreasonable burden caused by the application of the
regulation in question to his property.
The application does not discuss why the existing wall signs, that total
approximately 408 square feet, are the minimum necessary, nor is there
much discussion or explanation as to why the roof sign should remain, other
than it’s been there since 1964. Furthermore, the applicant has not provided
a complete inventory and assessment of all signs on the subject property
which makes it difficult to assess the degree of variance actually being
requested.
Therefore based on limited evidence as to the necessity of the request, Staff
finds that the variance requested is not the minimum variance necessary to
relieve an undue burden.
d. That the granting of the variance will not be injurious to the neighborhood or
otherwise detrimental to the public welfare.
The applicant is requesting relief from prohibited sign types and the sign
area requirements of Chapter 30 of the LDC, effectively requesting over six
times permitted sign area, per 30-153(b)(1).
It is Staff’s opinion that there is not a justifiable reason or hardship that
exists on the subject property that would permit the granting of a sign area
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variance by Town Council. Staff therefore finds that granting the variance
would be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise detrimental to the
public welfare by allowing the subject property relief from rules and
regulations that all others must adhere to.
e. That the conditions or circumstances on the specific piece of property for
which the variance is sought are not of so general or recurrent a nature as to
make it more reasonable and practical to amend the regulation in question.
With the adoption of the amended sign ordinance, and the consequent
amortization period for conformity, numerous locations on the Beach have
pursued variance requests from the amended requirements. However, by the
very nature of the recent adoption of the sign ordinance Town Council has
addressed the issue of signs (including area and prohibited types) and has
made a decision to enact and enforce a uniform sign code.
Staff finds that the circumstances of the specific piece of property on which a
variance is sought are general in nature and therefore do not demonstrate a
verifiable hardship.
III. RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends DENIAL of the requested variance based upon the requisite
findings and conclusions for granting a variance under LDC Section 34-87.
IV. CONCLUSION
Staff does not feel that the applicant has demonstrated a justifiable or valid reason
for Town Council to approve a variance from Chapter 30 of the LDC.
Therefore, Staff recommends DENIAL of the requested variance.

Exhibits:
A – Legal Description
B – Site plan
C – Existing signs
D – Email with sign square footage
E – Additional signs from Staff site visit, July 26, 2012 & July 30, 2013
F – Sandwich board signs observed on site visit, July 26, 2012
G – Images from 7/30/12 observation
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Exhibit A – Legal Description
Moss Marine
Parcel 1:
Lot 21, Block B, of that certain subdivision known as MATANZAS VIEW, according to the map or
plat thereof on file and recorded in the office of the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Lee County, Florida,
in Plat Book 9, Page 40.
Parcel 2:
A tract or parcel of land located in Government Lot 1, Section 24, Township 46 South, Range 23
East, on Estero Island, Lee County, Florida, which tract or parcel of land is more particularly
described as follows:
From the northwesterly corner of Block 3 of BUSINESS CENTER, a subdivision according to
the map or plat recorded in Plat Book 9 at pages 9 and 10 of the public records of Lee
County, run northwesterly along a prolongation of the northeasterly line of said Block 3 for
66 feet to the westerly right-of-way line of the County Road; thence continue on the same
course, along the southwesterly line of a road 50 feet wide, for 550 feet; thence deflect
90°00’ right and run northeasterly, parallel to the aforesaid County Road, along the
northwesterly line of said road 50 feet wide for 320 feet to the point of beginning of the
lands hereby described. From said point of beginning, run northwesterly along a line
perpendicular to the aforesaid County Road for 100 feet; thence run northeasterly parallel
to said road to Matanzas Pass; thence run southeasterly along said Pass to an intersection
with a line through the point of beginning parallel to said County Road; thence run
southwesterly along said parallel line and the northwesterly line of a road 50 feet wide for
150 feet, more or less, to the point of beginning.
Parcel 3:
A tract or parcel of land located in Government Lot 1, Section 24, Township 46 South, Range 23
East, on Estero Island in Lee County, Florida, which tract or parcel of land is more particularly
described as follows:
From the northwesterly corner of Block 3 of BUSINESS CENTER, a subdivision according to
the map or plat recorded in Plat Book 9 at pages 9 and 10 of the public records of Lee
County, run northwesterly along a prolongation of the northeasterly line of said Block 3 for
66 feet to the westerly right-of-way line of the County Road; thence continue on the same
course, along the southwesterly line of a road 50 feet wide, for 550 feet; thence deflect
90°00’ right and run northeasterly, parallel to the aforesaid County Road, along the
northwesterly line of said road 50 feet wide for 320 feet to the point of beginning of the
lands hereby described. From said point of beginning run southeasterly along a line
perpendicular to the aforesaid County Road, for 153 feet; thence run northeasterly, parallel
to and 430 feet from the center line of said County Road, for 172 feet, more or less, to the
waters of Matanzas Pass; thence run northwesterly along said waters to an intersection
with a line through the point of beginning parallel to said County Road; thence run
southwesterly along said line for 150 feet, more or less, to the point of beginning.
Parcel 4:
A parcel of submerged land in Matanzas Pass in Section 24, Township 46 South, Range 23 East, Lee
County, Florida, being more particularly described as follows:

From the Southwesterly corner of Lot 21, Block B, MATANZAS VIEW SUBDIVION, according
to the map or plat recorded in Plat Book 9 at page 40, of the Public Records of Lee County,
Florida, run North 26°03’00” East along the Northwesterly line of said lot and the
Southwesterly line of a dedicated canal right-of-way for 55 feet to the point of beginning of
the lands herein described. Said point of beginning being also the point of beginning of the
bulkhead line approved by the Trustees of Internal Improvement Fund on July 18, 1967.
From said point of beginning run along said bulkhead like Northeasterly, Easterly, and
Southeasterly along the arc of a curve to the right of radius 75 feet (chord bearing 71°03’00”
East) for 117.81 feet to the point of reverse curvature; thence run Southeasterly, Easterly,
and Northeasterly along the arc of a curve to the left of radius 200 feet (chord bearing South
79°50’40” East) for 110.96 feet to a point of reverse curvature; thence run Northeasterly
and Easterly along the arc of a curve to the right of radius 200 feet (Chord bearing South
79°50’40” East for 110.96 feet to a point of tangency; thence run South 63°57’00” East for
126.19 feet to a point of curvature; thence run Southeasterly and Easterly along the arc of a
curve to the left of radius 50 feet (chord bearing South 82°23’10” East) for 32.17 feet to an
intersection with a Northeasterly prolongation of the Southeasterly line of Lot 12, Block A of
said Matanzas View; thence run South 26°03’00” West along said prolongation for 35 feet,
more or less, to the mean high tide line on the South shore of Matanzas Pass; thence run
Northwesterly, Northerly, Northwesterly, Southwesterly, and Northwesterly and
Southwesterly along said mean high tide line to the point of beginning.
Parcel 5: (24-46-23-W3-00026.0020)
Part of Government Lot 1 in Section 24, Township 46 South, Range 23 East, further bounded and
described as follows:
Starting at a concrete monument in the northwesterly line of San Carlos Boulevard, 30 feet
from the center thereof and being the same monument that is shown 3 feet southeast from
the most southeasterly corner of the MATANZAS VIEW SUBDIVISION as recorded in Plat
Book 9, Page 40; thence North 65°W a distance of 200.00 feet to a point and the principal
place of beginning; thence continuing N 65°W a distance of 200.00 feet; thence N 25°E
parallel to San Carlos Blvd. a distance of 390.00 feet; thence by a curve deflecting to the
right a distance of 37.06 feet, said curve having a radius of 67.22 feet and a chord that bears
S 86°04’38” E a distance of 36.59 feet; thence S 70°17’05” E a distance of 166.58 feet; thence
S 25°W a distance of 418.50 feet to the place of beginning.
ALSO Easement No. 1: Starting at the same monument that is the starting point of the above
description; thence N 25° E a distance of 285.00 feet to a point and the principal place of beginning;
thence continuing N 25° E a distance of 30.00 feet; thence N 65° W a distance of 200.00 feet; thence
S 25° W a distance of 30.00 feet; thence S 65° E a distance of 200.00 feet to the point of beginning.
ALSO Easement No. 2: A 12.00 foot wide strip of land running between the above described
property and San Carlos Boulevard and lying within the confines of the following described land:
Beginning at the same monument that is the starting point of the above property; thence N 65°W a
distance of 200.00 feet; thence N 25°E a distance of 32.00 feet; thence S 65°E a distance of 200.00
feet; thence S 25° W a distance of 32.00 feet to the place of beginning.

